
  hotel aurelia centro benes..
Event location

Location: Italy > Emilia-Romagna > Ravenna

Website: http://www.selecthotels.it/

Showcase description

Phone number 0039 0544 975451 email: aurelia@selecthotels.it The Hotel?s position just by the sea is enchanting. The private beach
? available to guests at extra cost ? can be reached through a lovely path crossing the luxuriant garden where two swimming pools, a
Jacuzzi and a nearby tennis court are located. One of the two swimming-pools becomes ?indoor? in winter months so that it can be
used by guests all year long. The town center of Milano Marittima is just at a few minutes walk. ROOMS Rooms set between the 2nd
and the 5th floor offer a stunning view onto the sea. Rooms on 1st floor, instead, being at a lower level, do not offer the same view.
Only a very few rooms have no sea-view. All room types are cozy and equipped with bathrooms with shower or tub, TV, direct
telephone, safe, mini-bar, hair-dryer, air conditioning and heating. Deluxe rooms have both the shower and the tub. In the garden, just
opposite the swimming pool, stands Villa Emilia, the small annex hosting exclusive suites and deluxe rooms. RESTAURANT
?Modernity in tradition? and excellent service sum up the hotel?s philosophy. The day starts with a rich buffet breakfast which also
includes various kinds of home-made pastries and bread. In summer time, breakfast is served on the terrace. The menu proposes a
wide selection of regional and international a-la-carte dishes, tasty and refined. OTHER SERVICES - The Dolce Vita wellness centre
will allow you to charge your batteries and keep fit thanks to specific wellbeing programmes: beauty and healing treatments, steam
bath, ?vitarium?, revitalizing shower, Kneipp, heated bench and fitness. - The conference centre, prestigious and elegant, has business
spaces and state-of-the-art facilities to meet all kinds of needs: from the informal gathering to the company?s large convention.
Conference room for up to 110 delegates and break-up rooms. - Buffet lunch with a wide selection of salads, starters and desserts,
private beach (at extra cost for guests), swimming-pool (heated and covered in wintertime), Jacuzzi, tennis court, entertainments and
kid?s club in summertime. Special savings at the nearby golf clubs.
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